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If you are reading this, you understand personally the reality that “Gospel” means Good News.  You 
also are, as a Daily Disciple, desiring to grow in your faith and help all you influence to do the same!

There is a deep hunger in our world for tangible, creative and interactional fun.  Daily Disciples 
also know that kind and consistent rewards systems can provide much needed encouragement. 

Since 2018 God is Good Gamez has been building momentum and trust in the unchurched and 
churched alike using the tool of Games and Consistent follow through.  The best way to illustrate the 
impact of our vision is a real life story.  Waiting for an event with teen campers to begin I ‘happened’ 

upon a precious and personal gift. I played.  Siblings aged 3,5 & 9 needed no cajoling.  Serious 
‘discipleship skills’ were about to be imparted through the simple vehicle of playing a goofy game!  

Modeling to the oldest how to be a hero in play to the younger siblings flowed naturally.  Explaining 
how our program works to mom was interrupted by the youngest starting to fuss.  Without missing a 
beat, I switched voice inflection back to the playful inflections, but maintained the ‘grown up’ content.  

Instantly the fussing stopped!  Trust was seen plainly on that same little face when I was leaving!

Friend, years from now that child will not remember one spoken word, they WILL remember the 
experience of playing, laughing and engaging in trust with a caring adult!  When Jesus said, “Let the 
children come to me!”  I assure you it was not so He could make them act like stuffy boring adults!  

He wanted to PLAY WITH THEM!  Everything Good is God’s Idea.  Games.. are.. GOOD!

Our passion is to duplicate and multiply this experiential story in lives around the world.

Primary Barriers to the viral spreading of this experience are FEAR and PERFECTIONISM.  Fear 
says “Don’t try something new, what if I fail?”  Perfectionism says “I am too busy to add another 

program to my schedule!”  While talking to a fellow event volunteer, I shared the goal of duplication. 
Before I could say another word, He said, ”I have no time to add anything else to my schedule.”

Jesus, knowing our Fears and Perfectionism, kept it super simple:  “Come Follow Me!” 

Children and Adults alike are craving consistent, tangible leadership like parched lips to water.  
Jesus is the only true authentic leadership source.  Only in learning first to follow Jesus daily for 

oneself is the ability to be a humble and playful leader of others, in doing the same, even possible. 
Paul was wise to say “Follow Me as I follow Jesus”.  Partake first, then Promote your experience.

Use www.GodisGoodGamez.com / EZ Track My Going Deeper Points or the EZ Home Tracker 
to Partake.  As you are encouraged, Promote what you are doing to loved ones, to do the same.

Use www.GodisGoodGamez.com / EZ Track Our Points to track the results of any trust building 
games you play and Promote to those you influence.  (See EZ Track Our Points Quick Guide)

Only as you see value for yourself then others, schedule a free video conferencing training for your  
group of any kind or size!  Email: info@GodisGoodGamez.com or call 1-763-227-5507
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